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CHAPTER l 

INTRODUCTION 

The number of people entering the nursing profession 

has increased during the past 10 years. Greater emphasis 

on preventive medicine and rehabilitation, rapid advances 

in medicine, and the expansion of health care services 

have contributed to this growth. Although the number of 

nurses employed has moved upward, a shortage continues. 

The need for qualified nurses grows particularly acute in 

rural areas and in the inner cities according to reports 

presented at the National League for Nursing Convention 

in 1979 (Lewis, 1979). 

Schools of nursing are challenged to find the most 

effective means of selecting and educating promising 

students to fill positions awaiting them upon graduation. 

A second challenge facing institutions that prepare nurses 

is the high attrition or drop-out rate. A high attrition 

rate poses a di stinct problem as most nursing programs 

have more applicants than available positions . An ad

mitted student who is unable or unwilling to complete 

the program occupie s a position which was denied another 

applicant who possibly would have succeeded. Therefore, a 

l 
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high attrition rate in a nursing school is both costly 

and wasteful for the students, the faculty, the institu

tions, and society. The need to determine factors 

capable of identifying those who will, or will not, 

continue in a nursing program is a crucial one. Both 

of these problems provide a challenge to administrators, 

counselors, and teachers of nursing education. 

A review of the literature of the selection criteria 

which identifies those students that would predict academic 

success suggested that little attention had been given to 

the non-cognitive attributes which include measures of 

the individual's value system, social orientation, and 

personality . This study will investigate the personality 

variable, locus of control. Locus of control relates to 

the student's belief in his control of perceived events 

in his life. The student's belief in his control of 

perceived events in his life may be a possible factor 

for students' academic success or academic failure in a 

nursing prog ram. Thus, it becomes important and appro

priate to measure the personality variable, locus of 

control, and to identify its relationship and academic 

success in the first year of a nursing program. 
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Problem of Study 

The problem of this study was: 

Is there a significant relationship between locus 

of control scores of beginning associate degree nursing 

students and academic achievement in nursing and non-

nursing courses upon successful completion of the first 

program year? 

Justification of Problem 

Administrators, counselors, and teachers in associ-

ate degree nursing education are faced with the challenge 

to increase the percentage of nursing students who success-

fu lly complete their training. This challenge indicates 

that some means of early identification of the potential 

d ropout, or non-persister, is needed. According to Knapke 

(1979) in his study to predict student attrition at the 

University of Wi sconsin, Madison School of Nursing, 

little research has been conducted in nursing 
education or in higher education attempting 
to predict the probable attrition to students 
in undergraduate programs. (p. 226) 

Numerous studies, including those reported by Bean 

and Covert (1973) , Costello (1974), Jones (1975), and 

Rose (1965) have examined selection procedures which 

would i dentify those who will successfully complete an 

a ssociate degree nursing program. The selection criteria 
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as reported by these studies focused primarily on cog

nitive performance such as academic ability tests, col

lege entrance examinations, and high school grades as 

the most reliable predictors for academic success in 

higher education. Yet, Schwirian (1976) found that aca

demic difficulty or failure accounts for less than 

one-half of the attrition in nursing programs. In a 

national survey of schools of nursing, Schwirian dis

covered that little attention had been given to the 

non-cognitive attributes of personality, attitudes, 

and cultural variables. 

Gordon (1977) used the social learning theory as 

the basis for an investigation of internal-external 

control and self-esteem as related to academic achieve

ment. The basic purpose of Gordon's study was to inves

tigate the hypothesis that an internal locus of control 

orientation would be found more often among high-achieving 

children, and that these children would also have higher 

self-esteem than children with an external orientation. 

A sample o f 113 . fourth grade, elementary school children 

from the outskirts of a large metropolitan Southeastern 

city was used. The school from which the sample was 

selected serv ed a lower-middle to upper-middle class 

population . 
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The racial composition of Gordon's (1977) sample 

was approximately 10% black and 90% white. The mean 

age of the 60 males and 53 females was 10.0 years. 

Self-concept was assessed by the Piers-Harris Children's 

Self-Concept Test. Locus of control orientation was 

measured by the Nowicki-Strickland Locus of Control 

Scale for Children. Both of these tests were administered 

to subjects during the school day in their classrooms in 

groups of 25-30. Academic measures were the Iowa Test 

of Basic skills, which included language, math, and com

posite scores. The study also considered grade point 

average from the previous report card period and effort 

ratings. 

Gordon (1977) found the predicted relationships 

between internal locus of control and greater academic 

achievement and between high self-esteem and greater 

academic achievement. Children with an internal locus 

of control wer e likely to possess high self-esteem. 

Academic achievement, as measured by grades or achieve

ment test scores, could be predicted equally well by 

knowing a child's self-esteem score or locus of control 

score. The se personality variables were found to be 

related to achievement independently of their relation

ship to each other (Gordon, 1977). 
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The relationship between locus of control and 

academic achievement may be a significant factor to 

assist nursing educators and counselors to facilitate 

successful performance for nursing students. The knowl

edge gained from the study may assist nursing educators 

and counselors to understand how students' beliefs about 

themselves and the causes of events in their lives are 

reflected in successful performance and persistence 

d ur i ng the first year of nursing in a community college 

associate degree nursing program. The criteria for pre

d icting attrition can be used for future curriculum 

d e velopment, recruitment of students, personal and 

v oca t iona l counseling, and teacher-student understand

ing . Knowledge gained from the study could be used 

further in assisting students in selection of remedial 

or tut orial o pportunities, or re-examination of career 

c hoice. 

Theoretical Framework 

I n r ec ent y ear s research in a number of disciplines, 

includ i ng n urs ing , has demonstrated the importance of the 

concept of i n t e r nal-external control. Rotter (1954) a 

p s ychologist, original ly deve lop e d the social iearning 

t heor y . A ke y concept i n t he social l e arn ing theory 
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is locus of control, which is conceptualized as the 

extent to which persons perceive contingency relation

ships between their actions and their outcomes (Rotter, 

1966). People who believe they have some control over 

their destinies are called ninternals." "Externals" on 

the other hand, believe that their outcomes are deter

mined by agents or factors extrinsic to themselves, for 

example by fate, luck, chance, powerful others, or the 

unpredictable. The two review articles on internal

external control (Lefcourt, 1966; Rotter, 1966) have 

shown that when a person believes that reinforcements are 

controlled by internal rather than external forces, he is 

likely to mak e greater attempts at mastering the environ

ment, to be more resistant to influence attempts by others, 

yet more effective in attempts to influence others; to 

prefer high probability choices in risk-taking behaviors; 

to be lower in anxiety and higher in achievement orienta

tion; to act more responsively to probability changes in 

the situation; to place higher value on skills determined 

rewards; and to be more involved in social action. 

In Rotter 's social lea rning theory, the potential 

for any behavior to occur in a given situation is a func

tion of the person's expectancy that the given behavior 

will secure the a vailable reinforcement, and the value 
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of the available reinforcement for that person. In a 

particular situation, the individual, though desirous of 

an available goal, may believe that he does not have the 

behavior available that will allow him to be effective 

in securing the goal. Within this specific situation, 

the person may be described as anticipating no contin

gency between any effort on his part and the end results 

in the situation. This description of an external

control expectancy can be seen as applicable in many 

events in most person's lives. In Rotter's theory, the 

control construct is considered a generalized expectancy, 

operating across a large number of situations, which re

lates to whether or not the individual possesses or lacks 

power over what happens to him (Rotter, 1954). 

The goal for the nursing student is to successfully 

complete the nursing program. The nursing student that 

is described as "external" may not have the potential 

expectancy behavior to secure the available reinforcement, 

and the value of the available reinforcements to allow 

him to achieve academic success. Therefore, Rotter's 

social learning theory would indicate the higher the 

degree of externality , the lower the grade point average 

possibility will be for the nursing students. 
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Assumptions 

Based on the theoretical framework, the following 

assumptions were relevant to this study. 

1. The locus of control is predictive of behavior. 

2. People who believe they have some control over 

their destinies are perceived to have a locus of control 

contingency toward being "int.ernal." 

3. People who believe that their outcomes are 

determined by agents or factors ex trinsic to themselves, 

f or ex ample b y fate, luck, chance, powerful others, or 

t h e unpredictable are perceived to have a locus of con

trol contingency toward being "external." 

4 . The potential for any behavior to occur in a 

give n si tuation is a function of the person's expectancy 

t ha t t he g i v en behavior is to secure the available rein

f orcement, and the value cf the a vailable reinforcements 

fo r t ha t person . 

Hypoth eses 

The s peci f ic hypotheses f or t he pre sent study were: 

1 . As locu s of control (LOC) scores on the Adult 

Nowick i - Stri c kland Int e rnal-External Opinion Survey re

ceived at the beg i nning o f course work of associate degree 
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nursing students increase*, grade point average in nurs-

ing courses earned by the end of the first program year 

will decrease. 

2. As locus of control scores received at the be-

ginning of course work of associate degree nursing stu-

dents increase, grade point average in non-nursing courses 

earned by the end of the first program year will decrease. 

3. As locus of control scores received at the be-

ginning of course work of associate degree nursing stu-

dents decrease*, grade point average in nursing courses 

earned by the end of the first program year will increase. 

4 . As locus of control scores received at the be-

g inning of course work of associate degree nursing stu-

dents decrea se, grade point average in non-nursing 

courses earned b y the end of the first program year 

will increase. 

Definition of Terms 

The following terms were operationally defined: 

1. Associate Degree Nursing (ADN) program--a two-

year course which provides a general education comtined 

*high LOC score indicates the person's degree of 
externality , low LOC score indicates the person's degree 
o& internality . 
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with nursing education, instruction, and coordinated 

clinical experience in the nursing care of patients at 

hospitals and community agencies. 

2. Locus of control--the perceived origin of the 

events of one's life. Individuals with an internal 

locus of control perceive themselves as being responsible 

for those events, while these with an external locus of 

control see themselves as being the victims of fate and 

governed by circumstances beyond their control. Locus 

of control was measured by the score received on the 

Adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External Opinion Sur

vey (ANS-IE) test; the higher the score the more external 

controlled. 

3. Successful completion of the first year of the 

community college nursing program--the student who has 

b een enrolled for 12 or more hours each semester for 2 

consecutive semesters during the regular school year and 

who has maintained a cumulative grade point average of 

2 . 0 with 4.0 being the maximum score possible. 

4 . Grades in nursing course--average of grades 

r e c e i ved in courses carrying a nursing number. 

5. Graa es in non-nursing courses--average of 

g r ade s rec eive d in non-nursing courses that are required 

to meet the ADJ d e gree plan. 
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Limitations 

The limitations which might have influenced the 

conclusions of the study were: 

1. This study was limited in that such factors as 

age, marital status, previous nursing experience, high 

school grades, college entrance test scores, family in

come, employment status, and/or the number of children 

that the student was responsible for care may have varied 

among the subjects. 

2. The population was limited to the number of 

students that were admitted and enrolled in the nursing 

program for the 1979-1980 academic year. 

Summary 

Nur sing programs are endeavoring to find the most 

effec tive means of selecting and educating promising 

students to fill positions in the health care fields. 

-ursing programs are faced with a high attrition rate 

during t he first y ear of study. A number of studies have 

been reported which focus primarily on cognitive factors 

such as high school grades, scores on academic ability 

te s t s, and college entrance examinations to provide re

liable predictors for academic succe ss in higher educa

tion . Even with t he se predictors, the problem of 
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unsuccessful academic achievement still persists. One 

~ajar area that has not been thoroughly researched con

cerns the noncognitive attribute of personality, locus 

of control. Locus of control is a key concept of 

Rotter'§ social learning theory. 

Thus, the purpose of this study was to describe 

the relationship of locus of control and academic achieve

ment after the first year of study in an associate degree 

nursing program. Locus of control was measured at the 

beginning of the students' first year of study by the 

Adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External Opinion Survey 

Test. Academic achievement was measured by the students• 

grade point average in nursing and non-n~rsing courses 

at the completion of the first year of the nursing pro

gram. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEv·~ OF LITERATURE 

This chapter will consist of three sections. The 

first section will present a review of the literature 

related to social learning theory. The second section 

will focus upon the review of the construct of internal-

external locus of control. Studies pertaining to the 

relationship of locus of control and academic achievement 

will be reviewed. ~he last section will be a review of 

studies related to student characteristics and academic 

achievement in nursing. 

Overview of Social 
Learning Theory 

Social learning theory was introduced by Rotter 

(1954) as a theory of personality. It is a social 

learning theory because it stresses the fact that the 

major or basic modes of behaving are learned in social 

situations and are inextricably fused with needs requir-

ing for t heir satisfaction the mediation of other persons 

(Rotter , 1954) . In an attempt to develop a systematic 

framevork , Rotter stated seven basic postulates. These 

postulates as given by Rotte r (1954) were: 

14 
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1. The unit of investigation for the study of 

personality is the interaction of the individual and 

his meaningful environment. 

2. Personality constructs are not dependent for 

explanation upon constructs in any other fi~ld (including 

physiology, biology, or neurology). Scientific con

structs for one mode of description should be consis

tent with constructs in any other field of science, but 

no hierarchy of dependency exists among them. 

3. Behavior as described by personality constructs 

takes place in space and time and may be described by 

physical and psychological constructs. 

4. Not all behavior of an organism may be usefully 

de scribed \vith personality constructs. Behavior that may 

usefu l ly be described by personality constructs appears 

in complexity and a particular level or stage of com

p l exity a nd a particular level or stage of development. 

5 . A p e r son's expe riences (or his interactions 

with his meaning f ul e nvironment) inf luence each other. 

Otherwise stated , personality has unity . New experiences 

are a partial func t ion of acquired meanings, and old 

a c quired mean i ng s or learnings are changed by new experi

ences . Perfec t p r ediction of acquired behavior would 
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ideally require a complete knowledge of previous experi-

ence. 

6. Behavior as described by personality constructs 

has a directional aspect. It say be said to be goal-

directed. The directional aspect of behavior is in-

ferred from the effect of reinforcing conditions. 

7. The occurrence of a behavior of a person is 

determined not only by the nature or importance of 

goals or reinforcements but also by the person's antic-

ipation of. expectancy that these goals will occur. Such 

expectations are d etermined by previous experience and 

can be quantified. 

There are four basic concepts in the social learning 

t h eory with predicting behavior. These are behavior 

potential, expectancy, reinforcement value, and psycho-

logical situation. Rotter, Chance, and Phares (1972) 

defined these as follows: 

Behavior potential--the potentiality of any 
behavior occurring in any given sit~ation as 
calculated in relation to any single reinforce
ment or set of reinforcements. (p . 12) 

Expectancy--the probability held by the indi
vidual that a particular reinforcement will 
occur as a function of a specific behavior on 
h is part in a specific situation or situations. 
(p . 12 ) . 
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Reinforcements value (of external reinforcements) is 

the degree of the person's preference for that reinforce-

ment to occur if the possibilities of occurrence of all 

alternatives were equal. Rotter et al. (1972) combined 

these four concepts in a formula which is designed to 

predict behavior. The formula states: 

R s
1 

& RV ) 
a as1 

The potential for behavior x to occur, in situation 1 

i n relation to reinforcement a, is a function of rein-

f orcement a, following behavior x in situation 1, and 

t h e v a l ue of reinf orcement a in situation 1 (Rotter et 

a l ., 1972). The formula and four concepts are seen as 

be i ng i n terrelated . A function of expectancy and r e in-

fo rc ement val u e is the behavior potential for the indi-

vidual . As e x pectancies and reinf orcement change, 

behavior poten tia l is altered. The construct is viewed 

a s a d y namic p rocess. The behavior potential in Social 

Learn i ng Theor y is a broad concept which may be directly 

o b served or i nd irect a nd implicit (Rotter et al., 1972). 

Social l e arning t heory distinguishes between internal 

and externa l r einforcements. Internal reinforcement is 

d efined a s a "person's experience, or percep tion that an 

event has occurred whi ch has some va lue for h i m" (Rotter 
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et al., 1972, p. 17). External reinforcements are 

"occurrences of events or outcomes known to have pre-

dictive reinforcement value for a group or culture to 

which the person belongs" (Rotter et al., 1972, p. 17). 

Reinforcement may change in different situations; how-

ever, reinforcement values frequently '1 have considerable 

stability across both situation and time" (Rotter et al., 

1972, p. 18). Reinforcement may be negative or positive. 

According to Rotter (1975), the important or crucial 

d eterminants of behavior are determined by 

the nature of the reinforcement itself, 
whether positive or negative; the past 
history, sequence, and patterning of such 
reinforcements; and the value attached to 
the reinforcement. (p. 75) 

A key construct of Rotter's (1975) social learning 

theory is locus of control. This construct was not 

specifically defined in Rotter's literature of 1954, but 

has become increasingly important with the social learn-

l n g theory (Joe, 1971; Lefcourt, 1966; Rotter, 1966). 

Internal-Ex ternal Locus of Control 

The locus of control construct is derived from 

Rotter's (1954) social learning theory. The popularity 

of t he constru ct has been credited to two of Rotter's 

student s who d e v eloped scales for its measurement as an 
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intrapersonal variable (James, 1957; Lefcourt, 1966) 

and named the construct "internal-external locus of 

con t r o 1" ( J arne s , 19 5 7 ) . 

Rotter's concept of internal-external control of 

reinforcement described the degree to which an individual 

believes that reinforcements are contingent upon his 

own behavior (Joe, 1971). Depending on past reinforce-

ment experiences, a person will have developed a con

sistent attitude toward either an internal or external 

locus as the source of reinforcement (Joe, 1971; Lef

court, 1966; Rotter, 1966). According to the literature, 

external control refers to individuals who believe that 

reinforcement s are not under their per sonal control but 

rather are under the control of powerful others, luck, 

chance, or fate . Internal control refers to individuals 

who believe that reinforcements are contingent upon their 

own behavior , capacities, or attributes (Joe, 1971). 

Rotter (1966 ) hypothesized that internals would show 

more overt striving f or achievement than externals who 

feel that they have little control over their rewards 

and punis~~ents . Earlier studies have shown that in

ternals s pend more time in intellectual activities, 

exh ibited more interest in acade~ic pursuits, and scored 
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higher on intelligence tests and other academic tests 

than did externals (Joe, 1971). 

Butterfield (1964) explored the relationship be

tween locus of control and academic aspirations and 

expectations of 47 college students enrolled in an 

introductory psychology course. Subjects were given 

the Liverant Locus of Control Scale, a 60-item forced

choice test consisting of an internal statement paired 

with an external statement. Scores from this test 

were compared with the item· of Alpert-Haber Scale, 

the Child-Waterhouse Frustration Reaction Scale, and 

the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale. 

With regard to academic aspirations and achievements, 

the findings indicated that internally controlled indi

v iduals were less willing than the externally controlled 

individuals to settle for lower grades and actually made 

higher grades . These results suggested that internals 

ve re more inner - directed and independent, studying pri-

marily those things which they regarded as interesting 

and important. Externals were viewed as being more 

other - di rected and dependent, studying mostly those 

things which others , e.g., teachers regarded as impor

tant . 
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Battle (1966) studied prediction of performance in 

junior high school students. The purpose of the inves-

tigation was to determine if knowledge of students' 

expectations, standards, and attainment values enabled 

one to predict individual achievement performance. The 

results indicated that the higher the minimal goal 

(grades expected) set by the student, the higher the 

grade he achieved. 

Feather (19 6 8) replicated t wo earlier studies, 

wh ich investigated the effects of prior success or 

f ailure upon expectations for subsequent performance. 

Sixty subjects (24 males, 36 females) were ranked high 

in i nternal control (IC) or hig h in e x ternal control 

(EC) , according t o scores on the Rotter Internal-External 

( I-E) Scale. The I-E Scale is a 29-item forced-choice 

te s t . Approx imately 4 week s after completing the I-E 

Scale, students were given a test consisting of 15 

anagrams a nd were asked to provide confidence ratings 

before c ompleting each item . One-half of t he subjects 

f ai led t o a nswer correctly the first five times; half 

of the s ubj ects succeeded a t the first five items. A 

po s t - pe r forma n c e q uestionnaire was answered after com-

p l e t i on of all 15 a na g rams. Subjects were asked how 

anxious t h e y felt dur i ng the t a sk per f ormance, the stage 
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of performance at which they experienced the most 

anxiety, and how disappointed they felt about their 

task performance. 

Results of the study conducted by Feather (1968) 

supported previous findings: 

1. Subjects who succeeded on the first five items 

of the test obtained higher subsequent performance 

scores (M = 4.57) than subjects who failed on the first 

five test items (M = 3.47). 

2. Confidence ratings were lower when there was 

initial failure (M = .18) than when there was initial 

success (M = .61). 

3. Internal control individuals made a greater 

number of changes in their confidence ratings following 

success or failure than did external control subjects. 

4. Subjects who shewed greater changes in confi

dence ratings following either success or failure on the 

first five anagrams performed better than those who 

showed smaller changes in confidence. 

McGhee and Crandall (1968), in two separate studies, 

each using subjects ranging from elementary through high 

school g~ades (n = 923, n = 134), studied beliefs in 

internal - external control of reinforcements and academic 

performance . Subjects were given the Intellectual 
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Achievement Responsibility (IAR) questionnaire, a tool 

devised to assess belief in internal-external responsi

bility for reinforcements in intellectual-academic 

achievement situations. The scale gave two subscores, 

one for belief in internal responsibility for success 

(1+), the other for internal responsibility for failures 

(1-). The two scores may be added (ltot) to indicate a 

general indication of internal beliefs in responsibility 

for intellectual-academic performance. Performance was 

me asured by course grades and achievement tests. 

The study by McGhee and Crandall (1968) indicated 

that children in both samples who were "highly internal 

on either IAR subscore or the total test score consis

tently attain higher academic performance scores" (p. 

98). Sex-related differences in expectations were also 

noted. Girls' performance scores were positively related 

to belief in responsibility for success and failure, while 

boy s' pe r formance scores were positively related to belief 

in responsibility for failure. They suggested that a 

boy 's belief that he is responsible for his own academic

intellectual failures may be a greater motivation for 

academic effort than the positive anticipation of doing 

we ll. 
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Lao (1970) found both internality and externality 

demonstrated in a study of Negro youth. The subjects 

consisted of 1,493 male students . enrolled in 10 Negro 

colleges in the deep South. The study was designed as 

both cross-sectional and longitudinal. In the longi

tudinal study, freshmen students were tested at the 

beginning of the freshman year and again at the con

clusion of the year. Data on students' college entrance 

e x amination scores and grade point averages in college 

were obtained from college records. Questionnaire data 

included information on students' backgrounds, college 

experience, general attitudes, motivational patterns, 

future life plans, and an anagrams test. Subjects were 

administered an extended I-E Scale, consisting of all but 

two items on the original Rotter I-E Scale, three times 

from the Personal Efficacy Scale developed at the Uni

versity of Michigan, and 14 Ratter-type items which dealt 

specifically with the racial situation. 

The results of Lao's (1970) study revealed internal 

belie f in personal control to be positively related to 

general competence. Students who demonstrated higher 

per sonal control obtained higher entrance test scores 

than those who had lower personal control (F = 18.87, 

d f = 1/214 , E < . 01) . A similar relationship was found 
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between personal control and grade point averages; stu

dents with higher personal control had higher grades 

(F = 4.67, df = 1/309, E < .05). Results on the anagrams 

test also demonstrated the dominant effect of personal 

control (E:_ = 12.42, df = 1/347, E < .001). A second 

f inding indicated that with external belief that the 

social system was responsible for Negro disadvantages, 

was positively related to innovative behavior. Sub

jects who attributed the problems of Negroes to prac

tices of discrimination within the system participated 

in more civil rights activities than subjects who blamed 

Negro problems on personal inadequacies (~ = 6.66, df = 

1/4 2 2, 2. < • o 5) . 

No wic k i and Roundtree (1971) assessed the relation

ship between locus of control and school achievement, 

popularity, involvement in extracurricular activities, 

f amily ordinal position, and intelligence quotient. The 

Adult Nowicki-Strickland Scale was administered to 87 

twelfth graders, a measure of generalized expectancy of 

reinforcement. 

Significant findings in the study were: 

1 . Internal males ach ieved higher scores on Cali

fornia Achievement Tests. 
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2. Internal males received more votes for class 

president. 

3. The further one moved from the family position 

of firstborn, the more likely he was to be externally 

controlled, if male, or internally controlled, if 

female. 

4. Internal females were involved in more extra

curricular activities. 

Chance (1972) found that the motivation to do well 

in early grades was positively related to maternal 

expectancies for academic achievement. Chance (1972) 

described "the child with strong generalized expectancy 

for internal control of academic reinforcers as one who 

achieves well" (p. 178). Th ese findings support Rotter's 

(1966) prediction that individuals who scored low on the 

I-E Scale ( i.e., internals ) would make greater efforts 

to ach ieve academic success. Rotter's hypothesis was 

also s upported by Rotter and Mulry (1965) and by Crandall, 

Crandal l , and Katkovsky (1965). Messer (1972), while 

c ontr o lling t he variables of intelligence quotient and 

cog nit ive i mpulsiv ity , f ound that internals have higher 

grade s and achi evement test scores than externals. 

Stud i e s cond ucted by Eisenman and Platt (1 968 ) , 

fije 11e (1 970) , a n d Prociuk and Bree n (1973) failed to 
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find a relationship between I-E scales and grades. 

Eisenman and Platt (1968) studied the relationship to 

internal-external control to grades. The sample was 

131 students at the University Df Georgia. Correlation 

of data revealed "no relationship between the I-E Scale 

scores and grades" (Eisenman & Platt, 1968, p. 282). 

Students viewed grades as the means of obtaining achieve

ment; recognition was more important than the grade 

itself. 

Hjelle (1970) predicted that internally controlled 

students would obtain significantly higher quality 

point averages (QPA) than would externally controlled 

students. The I-E Scale was given to 438 students at 

Villanova University. From the total number of subjects, 

41 students who scored on the external end of the scale 

(18-23) and 98 students who scored on the internal end 

(0-9) were chosen. Scores for these students were com-

pared with their individual quality point averages. 

Internals and externals were assigned to one of three 

QFA categories 3.00 to 4.00; 2.00 to 2.99; 1.00 to 1.99. 

The findings of the study did not describe a significant 

relationship between the quality point averages and the 

I-E scores of the students. 
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Two possible explanations for the lack of relation

ship were given by Hjelle (1970). First, many college 

students who were initially highly competitive "may have 

arrived at an external view of the world as a defense 

against failure" (Hjelle, 1970, p. 326). "Second, the 

I-E dimension is probably not generalizable across situa

tions" (Hjelle, 1970, p. 326). These students would be 

expected to maintain a high achievement motivation, but 

would explain failure in terms of external attitudes. 

A study by Naditch (1976) confirmed the interaction 

between interest value and locus of control and compe

tence. Naditch (1976) assumed that 11 locus of control 

should relate to competence only in areas that are impor-

tant to that person" (p. 138). To test this assumption, 

Naditch (1976) used a sample of over 300 school children 

to obtain self-reported measures of competence in four 

areas, assessments of interest in each area, national 

battery test scores, grade point averages, and scores 

on the I-E Scale. The four areas of competence were 

school achievement , socia l p opularity , sports achieve

men t, and ac h ievement at home-related tasks. 

Significant correlations between locus of control 

and self-rep orted academic competence, national battery 

te st scores, and grade po~nt averages were found among 
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male students in the top one-third of interest distribu

tion, but not for those in the lower two-thirds. In all 

four areas of competence, male students who valued suc

cess in individual areas, demonstrated a high degree of 

correlation between locus of control and competence 

areas. The findings with female students were not the 

same as those with males. Lefcourt (cited in Naditch, 

1976) attributed this discrepancy to the lack of a 

specific locus of control measure. 

Prociuk and Breen (1973) developed and used the 

Academic Internal-External Control Scale for their 

study . They h y pothesized that internals would be more 

successful academically than externals. Eighty-seven 

college students were administered t he I-E Scale, 

Achievement Anxiety Test, and the Academic I-E Scale. 

The correlates obtained failed to support the hypothe

sis . The researchers attempted to explain this failure 

by speculating that the Academic I-E Scale "did not 

. adequately discriminate be tween internals and 

externals in terms of their academic performance 11 (Pro

ciuk & Breen, 1973 , p . 566). 

Dan iels and Stevens (1976) used the Rotter I-E 

Scale and posttests to determine the effects of two 

method s of instruction. The I-E Scale was used to 
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classify 68 students as internal or external. Ealf of 

the students (external) were given traditional teacher

controlled instruction, while the other half of the 

students were given a contract-for-grade plan. At the 

end of the 8-week program in introductory psychology 

class, a 75-item posttest was administered to all stu

dents. Internals were observed to perform better under 

a contract plan; while externals performed better under 

a teacher-controlled method. 

Baron, Cowan, Ganz, and McDonald (1974) studied 

the relationship between locus of control and feedback 

with achievement. Two separate studies were investi

gated. One study used lower-class black and white 

students of ghetto origin, while the second study used 

college students from middle class backgrounds. In

trinsic feedback was directly related to superior per

formance of internals over externals while extrinsic 

feedback was related to superior performance of externals. 

This interaction was found to have considerable generality 

across (a) a variety of independent and dependent vari

able operations involving increasingly complex and 

abstract procedures, (b) wide differences in age of 

subjects , and (c) differences in social class. 
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In reviewing the research pertaining to locus of 

control and achievement, MacDonald (1971) pointed out 

that "all of the research points to the same conclusion: . 

people are handicapped by external locus of control 

orientations" (p. 44) . The prevailing belief is that 

it is desirable to change people, especially those who 

are not doing well in our society, in the direction of 

internality . 

St udent Characteristics and Academic 
Achievement in Nursing 

This section of the review of literature will give 

a rev iew of the student characteristics in associate 

d e g ree nursing (ADN) p rograms. The relationship of 

these char acteristics a nd successful academic achieve-

rne n t wi l l be presented from the number of studies 

a v ailabl e . 

Associate degree nursing programs in community 

colleges ha v e opened the door to students of widely 

divergent background s and life experiences. Th is is 

in contrast to a d e cade a go when t he "typical" nursing 

student c ould b e d escribed with relative ease as a 

s i ng l e femal e , u n der 21 years of a ge, who possessed 

personal i ty c har a c ter istics quite similar to those o f 

he r c lassmates (Reec e , 1961). 
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Fererichs (1972) studied selected characteristics 

of associate degree nursing students in 22 Illinois com-

munity college programs. The student characteristics 

evident were: 

slightly over half of the women students were 
married; ages ranged from 18 to 58 years; 
approximately one-half were 24 years of age 
or older; and almost 10 percent of the stu
dents were licensed practical nurses. 
(Fererichs, 1972, p. 350) 

The literature indicates a paucity of studies of 

any segment of the mature college student group. Further-

more, personality and attitudinal variables are studied 

with much less frequency than those which focused on 

academic achievement. The evidence reported indicates 

conflicting results pertaining to the characteristics 

of the mature students·. Knoell and Mesker (cited in 

Fererichs, 1972) reported that older undergraduate stu-

d ents maintained a higher degree of persistence and were 

more likely to graduate than their younger classmates. 

Supporting these findings, Atwood and Ellis (1971) 

f ound that mature students have strong personal needs 

wh ich helped them return to school. This inner drive 

ma y be the factor that helps them to share greater 

ac h ievement than younger students was supported by 

Chapman (cited in Fererichs, 1972). Zahn (cited in 
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Fererichs, 1972), however, found that the older students 

had greater difficulty in accepting new evidence that 

conflicted with deeply held beliefs. 

In a study of 1,435 associate degree nursing stu

dents, in 22 Illinois community college programs, it 

was hypothesized that self-esteem and internal-external 

scores, respectively, would not differ among the ADN 

subjects on the basis of the age, marital status, or 

nursing experience factors (Fererichs, 1972). The instru

ments used were the Self-Esteem Inventory Scale, Internal 

versus External Control of Reinforcement Scale, and a 

personal data sheet. Married students were found to 

have higher self-esteem levels (£< .01) and to be more 

internally controlled (£< .01) than their unmarried 

classmates. Students at least 23 years of age, when 

compared to their younger counterparts, were also found 

to be more internally controlled (£ < .05). 

Moses (1977) investigated selected variables which 

might be used as indicators of success or failure of 

students in an associate degree nursing program. Indi

cators were identified from the California Psychological 

Inventory, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale, American College Test composite 

scores, g rade point average, age, sex , and data from 
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personal interviews. The subjects were 119 entering 

freshman associate degree nursing students. 

The conclusions resulting from the findings based 

o n the indicators from the California Psychological 

Inventory, Strong Vocational Interest Blank, Tennessee 

Self-Concept Scale, American College Test scores, grade 

point average, age, sex, and data from personal inter

v i ews in Moses' ( 1977) study were: 

l. Grade point average and American College rrest 

composite scores can be used as predictors of success. 

2. The personality scale Responsibility can iden

t i fy a conscien tious person, a characteristic needed 

fo r success. 

3 . The personali ty scales of Achievement via 

I ndependence a nd I ntellectual Efficiency may well indi

cate t he ma turity , in t e lligence, and thinking processes 

n e c e ssa r y f or success. 

4 . The scores of Se l f-Criticism and Defensive 

Positiv e scales we r e s t atis t ically s i gni f icant. The 

succe s sful g r o up h ad h igh scores in se l f-criticism which 

ind icates a no r mal , healthy o penness, and capacity for 

sel f - critici s m. The dropout g roup scored higher on the 

Defensive Po sitive sca l e wh ich ind icates a positive 

self - de scr ip tion stemming fr om d e f ense d i s tortion . 
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5. The basic interest scales involving biological, 

medical, and social sciences indicated a higher interest 

rate in the successful group. 

6. The occupational interest scales relating to 

registered nursing indicates possible success for a 

student in the first year of a nursing program. 

7. The occupational interest scales relating to 

occupational therapist, medical technologist, physical 

therapist, radiologic technologist, and elementary 

t eacher indicate interests like those of nursing stu

d e nts. 

8 . Academic failure, lack of motivation, and 

f a mily r e s ponsibilities were the major reasons cited 

f o r dropping out o f an associate degree nursing program. 

Wittmey er, Comiscioni, and Purdy (1971) investi

gated attri tion and academic performance in a collegiate 

nurs i ng program. For this purpose, a longitudinal study 

wa s conduc ted of 119 students at Ohio State University 

Sc hool o f Nurs i ng . Pred ictor v ariables used were the 

Americ an Co l lege Test Battery , the Myers-Briggs Type 

I nd icator , the 1 6 Personality Factor Inventory, and the 

Pre - nur sing Point-Hour Ratio. The f~ndings indicated 

t h a t inclusion of pe rsonality variables enhanced the 

abil i t y t o predic t student per f ormance i n n ursing. Of 
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the variables studied, Pre-nursing Point-Hour Ratio was 

found to be the best predictor of academic performance. 

A causal model of nursing education and State Board 

Exam scores was developed by Wolfle and Bryant (1978). 

WolfleandBryant suggested that the link between National 

League for Nursing (NLN) scores and State Board Exam 

results was only one in a network of causal relation-

ships. The researchers compared high school achievement 

test scores, college entrance examination results, NLN 

achievement test scores, and grade point averages (~ = 

121). Causal models of performance in each of the five 

State Board Exam areas were developed and evaluated. 

Finding s indicated 

high ability and a good overall academic 
record were as important predictors of State 
Board Exam performance as was an ability to 
score well on the NLN. (Wolfle and Bryant, 
1978, p. 315) 

Reed and Feldhusen (1972) examined the value of 

predictors of success on State Board Exam tests. Two 

samples of nursing students from five associate degree 

p rograms were studied. Each sample consisted of two 

groups. One group was used to predict the criterion 

of State Board Exam completion (~ = 367, ~ = 155). The 

other group was used to predict State Board Exam scores 

(n = 179, n = 75). A battery of 26 predictor variables 
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was used to determine students' potential on State 

Board Exams. The results supported earlier findings 

by Owen and Feldhusen (1970) that inclusion of grade 

point averages in prediction batteries resulted in 

higher multiple correlations, less shrinkage in cross 

validation, and smaller standard errors of estimate. 

Malarkey (1979) cited several reasons why women 

over 25 years of age decide on nursing as their career 

choice. The reasons given for resumption of education 

include: the availability of college, the changing 

image of women in today's society, personal growth or 

fulfillment , the need to enter the job market in meaning

ful employment, preparing for life after the children are 

g rown, and a long-standing desire "to be a nurse." As 

assets, the older student is highly motivated, more 

mature in judgment, and has already gained wisdom through 

life experience. The older student may also be burdened 

Nith unresolved fears, conflicts, and needs which hinder 

learning . Many older students are married with family 

responsibilities; others may be divorced and seeking means 

to s upport their children. There may be children at home 

of varying ages from infant to college age. There may 

be a need f or special arrangements of preschool children 

wh ile mother goe s to school. The older student may also 
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have to juggle family responsibilities, school, and work 

outside of the home. Some older students may bring with 

her the fears, doubts, and inadequacies of earlier school

ing. Some of the older students interviewed by Malarkey 

(1979) expressed initially fear of failure and some 

strong feelings of anxiety about the ability to learn. 

Many of the women related that they were taught to be 

d ependent, subjugating their needs and desires to that 

of the f amily . 

Malarkey (1979) suggested that f or evaluating stu

dents for admission to nursing factors, other than a 

h igh school transcript is needed, such as testing in 

reading , math ematics, and science. Older students should 

have early contact with faculty and advisors for counsel

ing to meet their academic and psychological needs. 

Counse l ing services were recommended for student and 

s p ouse to learn new ways to adjust and cope with change, 

to survive the college experience, and grow together 

rather than apart (Malarkey , 1979). 

Summary 

Chapter 2 has pre sented a rev iew of the literature 

related to soc ial learning theory. The review has focused 

upon the construc t of internal-external locus of control. 
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Studies pertaining to the relationship between locus of 

control and academic achievement were examined. Student 

characteristics and methods of predicting academic 

achievement in nursing were discussed. The majority of 

the studies reviewed indicated the need to include 

measures of personality, such as locus of control, as 

well as academic ability and aptitude in the prediction 

battery for successful completion in nursing programs. 



CHAPTER 3 

PROCEDURE FOR COLLECTlGN AND 

TREATMENT OF DATA 

The design of this study is classified as descrip

tive correlational, a type of ex post facto research. 

Polit and Hungler (1978) stated that the basic purpose 

of ex post facto research is to determine relationships 

among variables. With such research there is a lack of 

manipulative control of the independent variables because 

they have already occurred. The examination of the inde

pendent variable was done retrospectively. The indepen

d ent variable in this study, locus of control, was not 

subject to manipulation. It had already occurred. The 

d ependent variable was academic achievement of the 

students in the associate degree nursing (ADN) program. 

Setting 

The setting for data collection was a community 

c o llege located in East Texas. The population of the 

town is a pproximately 55,000 persons. The community 

c ollege serv es East Texas, Southeast Oklahoma, and 

So u t hwe st Louisiana residents within a 100-mile radius. 

The enrollm.ent for this community college during the 

40 
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1979-80 year was 4,500. The enrollment in the ADN 

program was 91 for the first year students. The nursing 

program was established in 1959 and the first class 

to graduate was in 1962. 

Population and Sample 

The sample in this study was a convenience sample. 

The population consisted of 91 first year students of an 

associate degree nursing program in a community college 

setting. The sample was selected on the basis of the 

students' voluntary completion of the ANS-IE and admis

sion to the associate degree nursing program. The number 

of ANS-IE tests returned to the counseling center was 45. 

The number of subjects for the sample was 45. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

Prior to the collection of data, permission to con

duct this study was obtained from Texas Woman's University 

Human Subjects Review Committee (Appendix A) and from 

the graduate school of Texas Woman's University (Appendix 

B) . Permission was also obtained from the agency where 

d ata was collected (Appendix C). The investigator 

ob tained the secondary data from the community college 

counseling center. Each subject was given a lettEr 
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of explanation (Appendix D) . Some of the rights and 

welfare of the subjects included in this letter of 

explanation were: 

1. The student voluntarily consented to be a 

participant by returning the questionnaire by mail within 

30 days to the counseling center. 

2. The counseling center used a number code for 

each subject that volunteered to participate in the 

study. 
. 

3. The investigator did not know the names of the 

subjects. 

4 . The student had the option to withdraw f~om the 

study at any time either by verbal or written notifica-

tion to the counseling center of the community college 

or to the investigator of the study . 

5. The student had the right to request the results 

of t heir individual test and knowledge to be gained from 

the study from the counseling center of the community col-

lege or the inv estigator of the study. 

Instrument 

The instrument used to measure students' locus of 

control wa s the Adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-

Ex ternal Sca le (ANS-IE) (Appendix E). The ANS-IE 
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consists of 40 items answered either yes or no. The 

score equals the number of external items endorsed. The 

possible range of scores may be from 1 to 40. A higher 

score indicates the more external degree of the indi

v idual. Items are suitable for fifth grade reading level 

(Nowicki & Duke, 1973). The test is a self-report measure 

and can be completed in approximately 15 minutes. 

Validity 

The majority of locus of control research has used 

the Rotter I-E Scale (Rotter, 1966) and research has 

supported the considerable validity of the internal-

external concept. In recent years, the I-E Scale has 

come under much criticism (Gurin, Gurin, Lao, & Beattie, 

1 9 69; Mirels, 1970; Nowicki & Duke, 1973). The I-E 

Scale 's f orced-choice format and difficult reading 

level make it difficult to use with non-college educated 

adults. Thi s affects the generalizability. 

The ~owicki-Strickland Scale for Adults was devel

oped to overcome the forced-choice format, the difficult 

reading level, and the generalizability for an I-E scale 

f or non-college educated adults (Nowicki & Duke, 1973). 

The ANS -IE scale was developed from the Children's 

I o wicki-Strickland Internal-External Scale (CNS-IE), 
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(Nowicki & Strickland, 1973). The ANS-IE scale has shown 

very acceptable psychometric characteristics. The altera

tions of the CNS- IE consisted mainly of changing children 

to people and some change of tense of some items. 

Nowicki and Duke (1973) reported several studies to 

indicate validity. In one study the Nowicki-Strickland 

Scale and Rotter Scale were administered to two cbllege 

sample.s (~ = 156) and a corrununity sample (n = 33). This 

wa s to establish convergent validity and to also estab

lish that the ANS-IE would be accounting for a unique 

position of the variance. The results indicated that 

d ata for the college sample were~= .68, df = 74, E 

< . 01 and data for the community sample were r = .48, 

d f = 37 , E < . 01. Nowicki and Duke (1973) stated this 

indic2tes the scales are measuring the same construct 

but in a different manner. Nowick i and Duke have 

reported several other studies indicating validity of 

the AHS-IE . In one college sample o f 48 subjects, the 

~S-IE and Scholastic Aptitude Test scores were not 

significantly correlated (~ = .11). The Adult Nowicki

Strickland Internal -External scores were not significantly 

correlated with the Marlowe Crown Social Desirability 

Sca le (Crowne & Marlowe , 196 4 ). The two sample 
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correlations were as follows: n = 48, r = 10, df = 

47 and n = 68, r = .06, df = 67. 

Reliability 

The ANS-IE 40 scale items represented in the study 

of the two groups of college students and the community 

subjects are presented in percentages of subjects 

answering items in the external direction. These data 

indicated ANS-IE was moderately homogeneous according 

to Nowicki and Duke (1973). Nowicki and Duke (1973) 

also reported the data indicated: 

Split-half reliabilities ranged from .74 to 
.86, indicating satisfactory internal consis
tency, especially since the items are not 
arranged according to difficulty. Thus, the 
split-half reliabilities are an underestimate 
of the true internal consistency reliability. 
For one group of college subjects (n = 48), 
test-retest reliability for a six-week period 
was r = .83, indicating good stability. (p. 
153)~ 

This scale overcomes some of the problems of the 

Rotter I-E Scale with social desirability, denial of 

p s y chopathology , and is a better predictor of achieve-

ment behavior. It is easier to read and understand 

bu t still compares favorably to the Rotter I-E Scale 

as far as validity and reliability are concerned 

(No wicki & Duke, 1973). 
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Data Collection 

The data collected by the researcher were secondary 

data. The existing data were collected by the counsel

ing center of the community college. The counseling 

center provided the researcher with the available data. 

The data available for this study was a computer print~ 

out of each student's ANS-IE test score and the student's 

grade point average in nursing and non-nursing courses. 

The researcher verified the authenticity of the data 

by validating students' code numbers with the ANS-IE 

test score and the computer printout that relates the 

students' grade point averages. 

Treatment of Data 

The two scores, locus of control and grade point 

average in nursing courses, were measured for Hypothesis 

l and Hypothesis 3. The two scores, locus of control 

and grade point average in non-nursing courses, were 

measured for Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 4. The rela

tionship of t he two variables for Hypotheses l through 

4 was measured by the computation of the correlation 

index Pearson r. A correlation coefficient is an index 

\vhose values range from -1.0 for a perfect negative cor

relation, through 0 for no relationship, to +1.0 for a 
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perfect positive correlation. The most commonly used 

correlation index is the Pearson r. The Pearson r can 

be computed by several alternative formulas. The Pearson 

r formula as described by Polit and Hungler (1978) is 

the following: 

\•There 

L: 

r = xy 

r = 
xy 

X = 

y = 

xy = 

L: xy 
ns. sy 

X 

the correlation coefficient 

variables X and Y. 

deviation scores for X. 

deviation scores for Y. 

sum of the products of each 

deviation scores. 

n number of cases. 

sx = standard deviation of X. 

for 

pair of 

sy = standard deviation of Y. (p. 531) 

The coefficient is computed when the two variables 

being correlated have been measured on an interval 

scale . An alpha level of .05 was selected for accep-

tance . The calculation of the r statistic was done by 

the Commondor Computer (2001 series PET, 1978 model) with 

the data typed directly into the computer terminal. 



CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The first section of this chapter will consist of 

a description of the sample. The next section of this 

chapter will report the results of the study. The 

f inal section of the chapter will present all ·findings 

of the study. 

Description of Sample 

The sample consisted of 45 subjects. The subjects 

weLe students that were enrolled in the first year curri

culum of a 2 year associate degree nursing program. The 

45 subjects were selected on the basis that they had 

returned the lli~S-IE questionnaire to the community college 

counseling center. The ages of the subjects ranged from 

18 to 48 ye ars ol d at the beginning of the 1979-80 s chool 

year. The sample c onsisted of 1 male and 45 females. 

Findings 

Locus of control as measured by the ANS-IE scores of 

the nurs ing students at th e beginning of the year ranged 

from a high of 21 ·to a l ow score o f 1. The high score of 

21 indicates the highest deg ree of externality for this 

48 
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sample. The lowest score of 1 indicates the most internal 

score for the srunple. The median locus of control score 

for the group was 11.0. The group mean locus of control 

score was 7.2. 

The problem of this study was to answer the ques-

tion: is there a significant relationship between locus 

of control scores of beginning associate degree nursing 

students and academic achievement upon successful comple-

tion of the first program year? The purpose of this study 

\vas to describe the relationship of locus of control and 

academic achievement after the first year of study in an 

associate aegree program. 

The findings to measure the hypotheses were as 

f o l lows : 

Hypothesis 1 stated: As locus of control (LOC) 

s cores on t he Aault Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External 

Op inion Survey received at the beginning of course work 

of a ssoc iate degree nursing students increase*, grade 

point average in nursing courses earned by the end of 

~he first program year will decrease. The computation 

f or Pearson ~ = -. 5 4 , df = 45 was statistically signifi-

~a1t at the 2 < .OS alpha level . This computation 

*high LOC - sco re indicates the person's degree of 
externality , low LOC score indicates the person's degree 
of internal~ty . 
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represents an inverse relationship between the vari

ables. The magnitude of ~ represents a moderate and 

substantial relationship, but not too high a degree of 

the relation betw~en the two variables (Brase & Brase, 

1978). The higher the locus of control score, the lower 

t h e grade point average score in nursing courses indi-

cates a negative correlation. Statistically the data 

supports the hypothesis; thus, Hypothesis l was 

accepted. 

Hypothesis 2 stated: As locus of control scores 

received at · the beginning of course work of associate 

degree nursing students increase, grade point average 

in non -nur sing courses earned b y the end of the first 

p rogram ye a r will decrease. The computation of Pearson 

r = -.31, d f = 4 5 was statistically significant at the 

E < . 0 5 alpha level. This computation rep resents a nega-

t i v e correlation between the two variables. The magni-

t u de o f £ rep resents a very small degree of relation 

between t he two var i ab les (Brase & Brase, 1978). Accord

ing t o Bra s e and Brase (1978), -.90 and -1 magnitude of 

£ repre s e nts a h i gh a nd reasonably dependable degree of 

re lation be t we e n t wo variab l es, measuring on a scale 

from -1 to -. 0 . Statistically the data supports the 

hypothe s is ; t hus, Hypo thesis 2 was accep ted. 
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Hypothesis 3 stated: As locus of control scores 

received at the beginning of course work of associate 

degree nursing students decrease*, grade point average 

in nursing courses earned by the end of the first pro-

gram year will increase. The computation for Pearson 

£ = -.54, df = 45 was statistically significant at the 

E < .05 alpha level. This computation represents an in-

verse relationship between the variables. The magnitude 

of E represents a moderate and substantial relationship, 

but not too high a degree of the r~lation between the 

two variables (Brase & Brase, 1978). Hypothesis 3 was 

supported statistically and was, therefore, accepted. 

Hypothesis 4 stated: As locus of control scores 

received at the beginning of course work of associate 

degree nursing students decrease, grade point average 

in non-nursing courses earned by the end of the first 

program year will increase. The computation for Pearson 

r = -. 31 , df = 45 was statistically significant at the 

p < . 05 alpha level. The computation of £ represents a 

negative correlation between the two variables. The 

magnitude of r represents a very small degree of relation 

*high LOC score indicates the person's degree of 
externality , low LOC score indicates the person's degree 
of internality. 
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between the two variables (Brase & Brase, 1978). 

Hypothesis 4 was supported statistically and was, 

therefore, accepted. 

Additional Findings 

Table 1 and Table 2 represent the students' locus 

of control scores in relation to the overall grade point 

average (GPA) scores. The lowest GPA score accepted for 

the student to persist in the nursing program was a 2 on 

a scale from 0 to 4. The students who had GPA scores 

from 2 to 4 were listed according to their LOC scores 

as successful in completion of the first year of the 

nursing program. The students that had cumulative GPA 

scores fr om 2 to 0 were listed according to their LOC 

scores as unsuccessful in completion of the first year 

of the nursing program. The subjects in the sample were 

d i vided into t hree groups according to their LOC scores. 

The students with high e x ternal scores of 21 to 11 had 

the lowest cumulative GPA scores in nursing courses. 

The higher the LOC score, the higher the externality 

of the subject. The lower the LOC score, the higher 

the degree of internality of the subject. The median 

scores of 10 to 7 had 14 successful students and 2 un

successful from the total sample number of 45 students. 
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The low external scores from 6 to 1 had 15 successful 

students and 2 unsuccessful. The highest number of 

successful students in nursing were the students with 

low external scores of 6 to 1. 

The number of students with high external scores 

of 21 to 11 in non-nursing courses was 11 that were 

successful, as compared to 16 students with median 

scores from 10 to 7 and 16 students with high external 

scores from 6 to 1. The total number o~ first year 

associate degree nursing students represented in the 

sample was 45. 

Table 1 

Students' LOC Scores in Relationship to 
Successful Completion of Nursing 

Courses in the First Year of 
the Nursing Program 

LOC Score 

21 -11 
(high external scores) 

10-7 
(median scores) 

6-1 
( low external scores) 

n = 45 . 

Successful 
Students 

(GPA 2-4) 

7 

14 

15 

36 

Unsuccessful 
Students 

(GPA 0-1.9) 

5 

2 

2 

9 
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Table 2 

Students• LOC Scores in Relationship to 
Successful Completion of Non-Nursi~g 

Courses in the First Year 
of the Nursing Program 

Successful Unsuccessful 
Students Students 

LOC Score ( GPA 2-4) (GPA 0-1.9) 

21-11 
(high external scores) 11 1 

10-7 
(median scores) 16 0 

6-1 
(low external scores) 16 1 

43 2 

n 45. 

Summary of Findings 

Overall tabulations described the relationship of 

the two variables, locus of control and academic achieve-

ment by the students' cumulative grade point average 

in nursing and in non-nursing courses. The computation 

of the correlation index Pearson r was calculated. An 

alpha level of .05 was selected to test the hypotheses. 

Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3, £ = -.54, df = 45, 

were statistically significant at the£ < .05 alpha level. 

The two hypothese s were accepted that as locus of control 

scores increase, grade point average in nursing courses 
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decrease, or as locus of control scores decrease, grade 

point average in nursing courses increase. 

Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 4, £ = -.31, df = 45, 

were st~tistically significant at the£< .05 alpha level. 

The two hypotheses were accepted that as LOC scores 

increase, grade point average in non-nursing courses 

decrease, or as LOC scores decrease, grade point average 

in non-nursing courses increase. The findings support 

t hat there is a significant relationship between the two 

variables, locus of control and academic achievement in 

this study . 



CHAPTER 5 

SU!1MARY OF THE STUDY 

'rhis chap·ter will sununarize how the study was done 

in relation to the research question and hypotheses. The 

next section will discuss the findings as to the meanings 

extrapolated from the findings and the relationship of 

the findings to other research. This chapter includes 

the conclusions based on the findings of the study and 

suggestions for the appropriate use of the outcomes. The 

last section v1ill include suggestions for further study 

from the researcher which stem from the study completed. 

Summary 

The problem of this study sought to answer the ques

tion: Is there a significant relationship between locus 

of control scores of beginning associate degree nursing 

stud ents and academic achievement in nursing and non

nursing courses upon successful completion of the first 

p rogram year? The purpose of this study was to describe 

t h e relationship of locus of control and academic achieve

me nt after the first year of study in an associate degree 

n ursing p rogram. 

56 
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The theoretical framework for this study was the 

social learning theory. The locus of control concept was 

introduced by Rotter (1954) as a part of social learning 

theory, which investigated the interaction between the 

individual and his meaningful environment. Locus of con

trol refers to the perception by an individual that he 

is internally controlled, events being contingent upon 

his own behavior, or externally controll~d, events, 

resulting from luck, chance, or control of powerful 

others (Rotter et al., 1972). 

The review of literature has supported the use of 

locus of control as a predictor of academic achievement. 

This study investigated the relationship between locus of 

control and academic achievement of associate degree 

nur sing students. 

The population for the study consisted of nursing 

students enrolled in an associate degree program. The 

population for the study was a convenient population for 

the investigator. The sample consisted of 45 students 

enrolled in the first nursing course of the program, who 

returned the ANS-IE tests to the counseling center. At 

the end of the first year of study the cumulative grade 

point averages in nursing and non-nursing courses earned 

by the nursing students were given to the researcher by 
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the counseling center. The locus of control scores, as 

measured by the ANS-IE Scale, and the cumulative grade 

point averages in nursing and non-nursing courses were 

controlled using a computer program to calculate the 

Pearson r statistic. 

The following hypotheses were accepted: 

1. As locus of control (LOC) scores on the Adult 

Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External Opinion Survey re-

ceived at the beginning of course work of associate degree 

nursing students increase*, grade point average in nurs-

ing courses earned by the end of the first program year 

will decrease. 

2. As locus of control scores received at the be-

ginning of course work of associate degree nursing stu-

dent s increase, grade point average in non-nursing courses 

earned by the end of the first program y ear will decrease. 

3. As locus of control scores received at the be-

ginning of course work of associate degree nursing stu-

dents decrea se*, grade point average in nursing courses 

earned by the end of the first program year will increase. 

*high LOC score indicates the person's degree of 
externality , low LOC score indicates the person's degree 
of internality. 
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4. As locus of control scores received at the be

ginning of course work of associate degree nursing 

students decrease, grade point average in non-nursing 

courses earned by the end of the first program year 

will increase. 

Findings for the study in summary are: 

1. As locus of control scores increase, the grade 

point average in nursing courses will decrease, computa

tion for Pearson ~ = -.54, df = 45 which was statistic

ally significant at theE< .05 alpha level. 

2. As locus of control scores increase, the grade 

point average in non-nursing courses will decrease, com

p utation for Pearson~= -.31, df = 45 which was statis

t ically significant at the£< .05 alpha level. 

3. As locus of control scores decrease the grade 

point average in nursing courses increase, computation 

f or Pearson r = -.54, df = 45 which was statistically 

s i g ni f icant at the E < .05 alpha level. 

4 . As locus o f control scores d ecrease the grade 

po int averag e i n non-nursing courses increase, computa

tio n f or Pearson £ = -.31, d f = 45 which was statistic

al l y sign if icant at t heE < .05 alpha lev el. 
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Discussion of the Findings 

The findings of this study were fairly consistent 

with data reported by Nowicki and Duke (1973) in their 

study of 156 college subjects. The mean score for 

Nowicki and Duke's study was 9.06 for the college 

students and 10.96 for their sample of 33 community 

subjects (Nowicki & Duke, 1973). 

The magnitude of ~ for the hypotheses in the present 

investigation did not show a high degree of a relationship 

between the variables according to Brase and Brase (1978). 

The magnitude of r in this study indicates that variables 

oth er than locus of control may have influenced academic 

achievement. 

The findings in the present investigation repre

se n ted statistica lly a relationship between locus of 

control and academic achievement; other variables that 

ma y be factors for attrition in nursing programs are 

p resent ed in other studies. Studies of personality 

charac t eristics of successful nursing students revealed 

that the factors accompanying success, in addition to 

intellectual a p titude, were deference to authority, 

d ominance , and nu turance (Reece, 1961; Thurston, 1968; 

Thurs t o n & Br u nclik, 1965). 
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Levitt (1971) stated that one-third of the students 

who enrolled in schools of nursing did not complete 

their training although intellectual and academic factors 

alone were not the apparent cause; marriage, dislike for 

nursing, and personal reasons were also causes for not 

completing a nursing program. Levitt's (1971) study 

concluded that the attrition of students continues to 

be a problem in nursing education. 

Rotter (1966) and Wolk and DuCette (1973) advocated 

the use of motivation theory in conjunction with social 

learning theory as a source of additional data relating 

to achievement. Motivation has been considered an 

i mportant factor in determining the level of academic 

success (Roueche & Mink, 1976); the degree of motivation 

was not measured in this study. 

Lefcourt (cited in Naditch, 1976) suggested intelli

gence as a variable of the locus of control dimension. 

Intelligence was not considered in the present study. 

Admi ssion requirements for the selection of stu

dents in nursing programs has been suggested as a vari

able for attrition in nursing (Wittmeyer et al., 1971). 

Pre-admission Scholastic Aptitude tests appear to pre

dict only that portion of college students' attrition 

associated with low college grades. Weinstein, Brown, 
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and Wahlstrom (1979) suggested that other tests should 

be used such as those of a personal nature. 

Kneel (cited in Rose, 1965) stated that research 

with prediction and prevention of freshman attrition 

has too seldom used a psychological approach; that is, 

focusing on the students' personality characteristics 

and the effect they may have on his persistence or 

withdrawal from college. Furthermore, it was stated 

that research has neglected to establish a method of 

preventing dropout! assuming that prospective dropouts 

could be identified in time to be offered some preven

tive attention. 

Reece (1961), Mueller and Lyman (1969), and Wolfle 

and Bryant (1978) advocated the inclusion of a number 

of personality and achievement variables when developing 

methods of predicting academic success. Wittmeyer et al. 

(1971) found pre-nursing point-hour ratio to be the best 

indicator of academic performance among the numerous 

variables studied. Findings by Wolfle and Bryani (1978) 

indicated that academic success prior to entering nursing 

school had a positive effect upon grades throughout the 

nursing program. Lefcourt (cited in Naditch, 1976) 

stressed the importance of considering, in addition to 
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locus of control, "the host of other variables associated 

with achievement" (p. 14 7) . 

Conclusions and Implications 

The study resulted in the following conclusions: 

l. EYternally oriented students make lower grade 

scores and higher attrition occurs in this group. 

2. Locus of control scores are important as an 

indicator of academic achievement. 

The following implications were drawn from the con

clusions of the study: 

1. Locus of control testing on admission could 

identify the externally oriented student. Remedial 

counseling should be implemented for this student 

b efore attrition occurs. Admission criteria to schools 

of nursing could reflect this idea. 

2. Counselors and nurse educators should provide 

counseling for the externally oriented student upon 

admission into a nursing program. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

The following recon~endations for further study 

were made: 
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1. A tool, specifically related to internal-external 

locus of control in the academic situation, should be 

constructed and used in a similar study. 

2. A study should be designed to include per

sonality variables in addition to locus of control, for 

the purpose of predicting academic achievement. 

3. A study should be designed for the purpose of 

studying the relationship of demographic variables to 

academic achievement. 

4 . The present study should be replicated to con

trol socio demographic variables. 

5. The present study should be replicated with a 

larger sample of different nursing student population. 
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TEXAS ~-!Q\t:\1\I' S UNIVERSITY 
Box 23717, T\'111 Station 

Denton, Texas 76204 

1810 D7~ Road 
Dallas Inwood C~us 

Name of Investigator: jena Bea Howell 

Address: Route 2, Box 140 

Fouke, Arkansas 71837 

tear Hs • Howell : 

Center: Dallas 

Date: 9/11/80 

Your study entitled Locus of Control and Academic Achievement in 

P~sociate De~ree ~ursing Students 

l"2S bee."l revie•,'led by a ccrrmittee of' the Human Subjects Revier!l Corm1ttee 
ar.d it appears to rr.eet our requirements in regard to protection of' the 
ir.di vidual r s rights • 

Please be reminded that both the University and the tepa.~nt of' 
F..e.a.lth, Education, and Welfare regulations typically require that 
signatures indicating infor.red cor..sent be cbtained f'rom all htm"2n 
subjects i.l"l your studies . These a..""e to be filed ~d th the Hur.an Sub-
j ects Review Ccrrm1 ttee. · ftizy exception to this require.?tent is noted 
below. Furtt.-e...~re, accord:L""lg to DF..EW re~ticns, aneth~ re·li~"' by 
the Ccnmi ttee is required if yoUI" project c.lJw..ges . 

/Jny special provisions pertc..ini."lg to your study are noted bel cr.-;: 

Add to infci'l!l:d consent form: :ro n:edical service or cern-___ 
pen.saticn is p~vided to subjects by tre University as a 
result of injurJ frcm participation 1n research. 

Add to in.for!red consent form: I UNDERSTMID 'IF...AT 'IF.E ?.ETJRN ---OF MY CUESTIO. INAIRE CCNS"'TTUTES MY I NFOR'·LED CONSENr TO Acr 
P.B A ~cr IN THIS RS:E.PRCH. 
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Chairman, Human Subjects 
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Ms. Jena Bea Howell 
Rt. 2, Box 140 
Fouke, Arkansas 71837 

D<:!ar ~s. Hor.;e2..1: 

October 30, 1980 

I have received and approved the Prospectus for your research 
project. Best wishes to you in the research and writing of your 
project. 
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cc Dr. Beth C. Vaughn- Wrobel 
Dr. Anne Gudmundsen 
Graduate Office 

Sincerely yours, 
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~EXAS HOr1AN' S UNIVERSITY 
COLLEGE OF NURSING 

AGENCY PE~MISS!ON FOR CONDUCTING STUDY' 

THE Texarkana Co mmunity Colle~e 

GRANTS TO Jena B. Howell 
a student enrolled 1n a program of nursing leading ~o a 
Master's Degree at Te;~as vloman' s University, the privilege 
of its facilities in order to study the following problem. 
The problem of this study seeks to answer this question: 

is there a significant ~elatio~ship betwe~n locus of 
control scores of beginning associate degree nursing stu
dents and academic achievement in nursing and non-nu~sing 
courses upon successful conpletion o£ the first program 
year? 

The conditions mutually ag~eed upon are as follows: 

1. The agency 1 (~ay} (may not) be identified in the final 
report. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5 .. 

The na~es of consultative or administrative personnel 
in the agency (may) .(may .n.cif') , be i -dentified in the 
fi:l.al report. -~ ~ - ·-· ·· -

The agency , (want~~ (does not want) a conference with 
the student"' -whe-ri - the report is completed. ---The agency is ..,(willing} ( un ~'lilling) to allow the 
completed report t6 be circulated through interlibrary 
loan. 

Other 
------------------------------------------------------

Data: ______________ - _· /~-------
Signature of Agencr ?e~sonnel 
Director of Ad.:'!1iss~ons 

I 
) I 

&te~4 .. 1J,g,J ttl,&.&. 
S1gnatufe of FaGulty Advisor 

,. - I- . 

Signatu~e of Student 

iF1ll out & sig~ three copie s to be distrib~ted as follows: 
Original - Student; Fi~st copy - Agency~ Second copy - T~~ 
College of Nursing. 
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Letter of Explanation to Subjects for 
Participation in the Research Study 

Dear Student: 

This letter is to welcome you as a student in the 

1979-80 nursing class. We would appreciate your partici-

pation in a study that may enable us to assist future 

students with academic achievement. 

The information received from this survey will be 

used for educational purposes, for us, and by a graduate 

student of Texas Woman's University for a research study 

requirement toward a Master's degree. The graduate stu-

dent and our office will be available to share with you 

knowledge gained from the study at the end of your first 

year of the program. If you wish to withdraw at any-

time during this year you have the right to do so by 

verbal or written notification. The questionnaire en-

closed is number coded. Your name will not be used in 

the study and confidentiality will be maintained. ~he 

graduate student will contact you at the end of this 

academic year for further data necessary for her study. 

If you should have any questions or comments, 

please feel free to call the counseling center. An 
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appointment can be arranged if you would like to discuss 

this with us or the graduate student. 

If you wish to participate, please answer the en

c~osed questionnaire. The questionnaire will take 

approximately 15 minutes to answer. The questions should 

be answered with either a yes or no response. The return 

of the questionnaire indicates your consent to participate 

in the study. The self-addressed, stamped envelope is 

provided for your use. 

Sincerely, 

The Counseling Center Staff 
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The Adult Nowicki-Strickland Internal-External 
Scale (ANS-IE) was copyrighted in 1973. 

A copy of the ANS-IE may be obtained from: 

Sterling Swift Publishing Co. 
P. 0. Box 188 
Manchaca, Texas 78652 
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